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By New Jersey State College

Forgotten Books, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from Two Patriotic Pageants The two pageants contained in this book
are the work of classes in the New jersey State Normal School at Trenton. In their preparation the
school festival idea predominated. This means two things - first, that the work was made sub jective
as far as possible, so that the emphasis was on the preparation rather than on the final per
formance; and second, that the various departments of the school cooperated in making
contributions to the work. For instance, when the Columbus cele bration was planned the classes in
history studied that period, looked up sources, and then submitted their findings to the English
classes, Where the plot was constructed and the words were written. Meanwhile the music
department was training the school for the appropriate songs, the classes in domestic arts were
planning and making the Cos tumes, art Classes were drawing posters, in the manual training
rooms stage properties were being made, and in the gymnasium-dances Were devised and
rehearsed, The reading and speaking depart ment coordinated the work and directed the produc.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through ebook. It is actually rally intriguing throgh looking at time. I realized this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication
to understand.
-- Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III--  Pr of . Dem etr is Ra u III

It in a single of the most popular publication. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am effortlessly will get a delight of studying a published book.
-- Aisha  Swift-- Aisha  Swift
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